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Executive Summary (1 minute read)
Rockment Pty Ltd t/a Vanilla Lounge v AAI Limited t/a Vero Insurance (FCAFC) - insurance
- exclusions - 'business interruption losses' - determination of separate question
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Services Union of Australia v Registered Organisations Commissioner (FCAFC) industrial law - contravention of Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009 (Cth) - appeal
against pecuniary penalty order - appeal allowed - penalties determined
Australian Energy Regulator v Snowtown Wind Farm Stage 2 Pty Ltd (FCA) - consumer
law - declaration - civil penalty - 'compliance program' - admitted contravention of NER 4.4.3 &
cl S5.2.2 National Electricity Rules (NER) - Court satisfied to make declaration and orders
agreed upon by parties
F45 Training Pty Ltd v Body Fit Training Company Pty Ltd (NSWSC) - cross-vesting misleading and deceptive conduct - passing off - trade mark - patent - first defendant and
directors of first defendant sought proceedings' transfer to New South Wales Registry of Federal
Court of Australia - notice of motion dismissed
YIC Industrial Pty Ltd & Anor v Spa Investments Pty Ltd & Ors (QSC) - summary judgment
- corporations - plaintiffs alleged judgment obtained by fraud - plaintiffs sought to set aside
judgment - defendants granted summary judgment
Extension Hill Pty Ltd v O'Sullivan (WASC) - judicial review - mining warden recommended
that mining leases held by applicant be forfeited - application for judicial review dismissed
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Rockment Pty Ltd t/a Vanilla Lounge v AAI Limited t/a Vero Insurance [2020] FCAFC 228
Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia
Besanko, Derrington & Colvin JJ
Insurance - exclusions - determination of separate question - plaintiff sought indemnity under
insurance policy it held with defendant - indemnity sought for 'business interruption losses'
which plaintiff claimed it suffered after State of Victoria imposed lockdowns 'in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic' - question concerned construction of exclusion in policy - question was:
"Is it sufficient to exclude coverage under the exclusion in clause 8 in section 5 of Insurance
Policy SPX015934895 if the claim is for loss or damage that is directly or indirectly caused by or
arises from, or is in consequence of, or contributed by a human disease specified in a
declaration of a human biosecurity emergency under the Biosecurity Act 2015 (Cth)?" "declared" - relevance of exclusion's 'concluding words' - whether defendant's construction
would 'subvert the policy's coverage' - 'commerciality of construction' - exclusion's purpose conceptual difference between "disease" and "emergency" - held: Court answered separate
question in the negative.
Rockment
[From Benchmark Thursday, 24 December 2020]
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Services Union of Australia v Registered Organisations Commissioner [2020] FCAFC 232
Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia
Bromberg, Rangiah & Bromwich JJ
Industrial law - Court declared appellant contravened ss230(1)(b) & (c) & 233(2) Fair Work
(Registered Organisations) Act 2009 (Cth) - Court ordered appellant to pay penalty of $445,000
- appellant appealed against pecuniary penalty order - whether erroneous failure to apply
'particular penalty to each contravention' - whether misunderstanding of totality principle whether erroneous finding that 'no reduction was warranted' on basis 'course of conduct
principle had already been applied' to some contraventions - whether mistake concerning facts whether erroneous conclusion that 'specific deterrence relevant' - whether erroneous conclusion
that some contraventions 'not part of a single course of conduct' - whether total penalty
manifestly excessive - held: ground of appeal contending erroneous failure to apply particular
penalty to each contravention upheld - penalty set aside - penalties determined - appellant to
pay penalties in total of $200,000.
Communications
[From Benchmark Thursday, 24 December 2020]
Australian Energy Regulator v Snowtown Wind Farm Stage 2 Pty Ltd [2020] FCA 1845
Federal Court of Australia
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White J
Consumer law - respondent admitted contravention of NER 4.4.3 & cl S5.2.2 National Electricity
Rules (NER) - respondent admitted declaration should be made, that it was liable to civil
penalty's imposition under s44AAG Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), and admitted it
was appropriate for Court to order imposition of 'compliance program' - parties agreed civil
penalty of $1 million appropriate and on orders' terms - whether Court satisfied it was
'appropriate to give effect to the parties’ agreement' - held: Court satisfied to give effect to
parties' agreement - Court to make orders in terms which parties proposed.
Australian Energy Regulator
[From Benchmark Thursday, 24 December 2020]
F45 Training Pty Ltd v Body Fit Training Company Pty Ltd [2020] NSWSC 1879
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Emmett AJA
Cross-vesting - misleading and deceptive conduct - passing off - trade mark - patent - first
defendant and directors of first defendant, under s5(1) Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-vesting) Act
1987 (NSW) or s5(1) Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-vesting) Act 1987 (Cth), sought proceedings'
transfer to New South Wales Registry of Federal Court of Australia - plaintiff opposed
application - interests of justice - "natural forum" - 'more appropriate forum' - whether 'more
appropriate' for Federal Court to determine proceedings - "an experienced intellectual property
court" - held: notice of motion dismissed.
View Decision
[From Benchmark Thursday, 24 December 2020]
YIC Industrial Pty Ltd & Anor v Spa Investments Pty Ltd & Ors [2020] QSC 378
Supreme Court of Queensland
Davis J
Summary judgment - corporations - plaintiffs sought to set aside judgment, alleging it had been
'obtained by fraud' - defendants sought summary judgment - defendants alternatively sought to
strike out statement of claim - whether 'proper evidentiary basis' for inference of fraud - whether
abuse of process - whether cause of action disclosed - prospects of success - AMA v CDK
[2009] QSC 287 - Wentworth v Rogers (No 5) (1986) 6 NSWLR 534 - Simic v New South Wales
Land and Housing Corporation [2016] HCA 47 - held: summary judgment granted.
YIC Industrial
[From Benchmark Thursday, 24 December 2020]
Extension Hill Pty Ltd v O'Sullivan [2020] WASC 464
Supreme Court of Western Australia
Tottle J
Judicial review - mining warden, under s98(4A) Mining Act 1978 (WA) (Mining Act),
recommended that mining leases held by applicant be forfeited - applicant sought judicial review
- applicant contended warden failed to take relevant considerations into account - applicant also
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contended warden misconceived question for determination - applicant also contended warden
misconstrued s98(5) Mining Act - held: application dismissed.
Extension
[From Benchmark Thursday, 24 December 2020]
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Somewhere
By: David Conolly
Somewhere,
unexpectedly,
hope is born.
A voice.
At first, only the cry
of a new-born
gulping for breath.
In time, a voice.

The voice speaks to
a world grown used to
darkness, despair.
The voice says,
You are light for the world;
Let it shine.
Love, and forgive.
And suddenly, hope is born.
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